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In this article, additional quotes are required for validation. Improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unseeded materials may be challenged and removed. Find Sources: Trumpet Concerto Hummel – News , Newspapers , Books & Scholars JSTOR (June 2010) (Learn how and when to delete this template
message) Johann Nepomuk Hummel wrote the Trombe Principal (Trumpet Concerto) for Anton Vaidinger (like Joseph Haydn), a trumpeper and inventor of keyed trumpets. Written in December 1803 and performed on New Year's Day 1804, Prince Esterhaj, the entrance to the court orchestra of Nicholas II in Hummel,
became Haydn's successor. Mainly in the second movement, there is a place where Weidinger is thought to have changed the music for the execution of the instrument. It is not known if this matched Hummel. Originally, this work was written in E Major. This work is often done in E-flat measures, and it is difficult and
difficult to finger with modern E-flat and B-flat trumpets. It takes about 17 minutes. The form works consist of three movements (typical of concertos) and they are marked as follows: I. Allegroconspirito II. Andante III Rondo Instrumentation This work is scored for trumpet solo, flute, 2 oboe, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, timpani and
strings. Notes: Koelor, Elisa (January 2003). In Search of Hummel: Prospects for Trumpet Concerto in 1803 (PDF). International Trumpet Guild Journal Acquired on May 4, 2013. Also see Joseph Haydn also wrote a trumpet concerto for Anton Vaidinger. External Link MIDI File Hummel Trumpet Concerto - This article
about Maurice Andre, Ozawa, London Symphony Orchestra Concerto is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Retrieved from id:944336496 ⇒ 17 more: Fleute, Oboe 1, Oboe 2, Clarinet 1 (A), Clarinet 1 (B ♭) - Clarinet 2 (A) - Clarinet 2 (B♭) - Horn 1 (E) - Horn 1 (F♭ ⇒) - Horn 2 (E) - Horn 2 (F) . solo (B♭),
Flute, Oboe 1, Oboe 2, Clarinet 1, Clarinet 2, Horn 1, Horn 2, Timani, Violins I, Violins II, Violas, Cellos, Basses Born in Pressburg, JohanNepomku Hummel, who died in Weimar, Germany on October 17, 1837, occupied an interesting niche in the great Pantheon. Mozart, a piano child, appreciated his talents and became
a touring child performer who visited as many European coats as Mozart did when he was a legendary young man. Hummel succeeds Haydn as Prince's head musicianHolding a similar position in Hungarian courts and later the Grand Duke's Court in Weimar, he and the poet/novelist Goethe reigned together as
Weimar's world-class celebrity. He was reconciled by Beethoven's death in 1827, but he was sometimes seen by Beethoven as a rival. Hummel is one of the greatest pianists of his time, a brilliant improvisationist, probably the best piano educator of the early 19th century, and the piano method is still used today. As a
composer, his music sums up the aesthetic principles of late classicalism without achieving the heights of Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven. Hummel wrote a multi-work for his instrument, but Hummel is best known today for his only trumpet concerto composed in 1803 for the newly invented key trumpet's greats, Anton
Weidinger. (Seven years ago, Haydn also wrote concertos for Vaidinger, but today Hummel and Haydn's concertos are the mainstays of the trumpet's famous repertoire.) At the end of the 18th century, the trumpet received a series of refinements to be able to play not only the pitches of the natural harmony series, but
also all pitches. First, as with the keys on the clarinet, we added the keys so that the trumpet player can play the full color. By 1814, a reliable system of valves for use today was introduced. Hummel used weidinger's key trumpet abilities, especially in the second movement of the concerto, an aria accompanied by a
triplet rhythm that demonstrates the trumpet's new ability to sing convincing melodies like a soprano. The long sonata-style opening movement highlights the brilliant fanfare writing, while the fast-tempo Rondo finale unfolds around a nasty, out-of-race trumpet theme. Janet E. Bedel's copyright 2018 Hummel's notebook
was a phenomenal talent for touring Europe wearing short trousers. He surprised the audience as a pianist wherever he went, but it is as a composer of works for the trumpet he is best known today. He was Haydn's disciple and eventually took over the job. Hummel wrote a trumpet concerto for Anton Vaidinger, the
same player Haydn wrote. Obviously Mr. Vaidinger was the man of the moment, especially with several of the important composers of time he beat himself to write music to play. Vaidinger was a bit of an animal with his technique, as well as his pretty shiny new trumpet allowed the other trumpets to reach the
unreachable part. Hummel and Vaidinger performed the work the very day Hummel arrived at Haydn's old job, so it could have been a case of whatever you can do, I can do better. It is this work that he remembers mainly, but Hummel wrote all types of music except symphonies, paying homage to Beethoven's work.He
couldn't be better. Recommended Recording Alison Balson (Trumpet); German Kammer Philharmonic EMI Classic: 2162130. / (1803)In E Major Trumpet and Orchestra for 1 2 2 - 2 0 0 0 - Thimp, str Duration: 17'Soloists: Trumpet Instrumentation Details: Flute No.1 Oboe No.2 Oboe In the E 2nd Horn of the 1st Bassoon
2 bassoon 1st bassonet E Timpani String Orchestra: Role: Composer: Johann Nepomuk Hummel General Editor: Charles H. Sherman Assistance: Karl Heinz Furs
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